
COMMUNITY REFERENCE GROUP First meeting: September 2021



MEETING AIMS AND AGENDA
Time Item Activity

9.30am Welcome and Introductions Ice breaker session within 

groups

Ensure all have signed in

9.45am Ground Rules Run through ground rules and 

the Terms of Reference for the 

Community Reference Group

10am Draft Principles, Values, Vision and Mission Board Members to share where 

they are in their thinking.

10.15am What do you like about the points presented?

Are there gaps in the thinking to date you would 

add?

Group work to feedback

10.45am Feedback to room

11am Refreshment Break

11.15am Funding already available 

What do you like about these funds?

What do you not like about them?

Group work to feedback

11.45am Feedback to room

12pm How best do you think the community investment fund 

could make a difference in Southend?

Group work to feedback

12.15pm Feedback to room

12.25pm Agree Next Steps

What else needs to be considered or thought of?

Thank all for coming.

Put name on sheet if interested 

in joining smaller group.

12.30pm Meeting Close

Wednesday 29 September, 9.30am – 12.30pm @ 

Cricket Pavilion, Garon Park

Meeting Aims;
To enable the voluntary sector and other health and 
social care professionals the chance to give their 
thoughts on the community investment fund.
To gain feedback on the board’s thinking to date.
To invite those interested in joining a smaller group 
who will support the board 



ATTENDEES

29 attendees worked in 3 groups with 6 facilitators (2 per group)

Southend Emergency Fund

Elevator Arts

Metal

Garon Park CIC

Havens Hospices

Individual Resident

SVP

SVP

SECH

Southend Carers

Net Parks

Off the Streets

Welcome to the UK

One Love Project

Southend Mencap

Aspirations Program

Trust Links

Essex East Asian Women's Association

SEAS

Southend Vineyard

Southend Vineyard

Active Life

Southend Care

CAST

ATF

Southend YMCA

Leigh Lions / Southend Pier Museum

Carers First

Trinity Family Centre

Apologies
EPUT

Southend YMCA

Brook

Citizens Advice 

Southend



OUR DRAFT THOUGHTS: WHAT DID YOU LIKE?
Focus on external funding bringing investment and further funds into the town

Empowering local people

Engagement with sector and community

Good work including diversity and minorities

Don’t allow non-Southend organisations to get any money

Possibility of providing match funding

Measuring impact in a different way e.g. smaller numbers with case studies / 
videos that demonstrate change and impact on lives – not one target-led, high 
number commissioned approach 

Basing decisions on need – delivery (not frequency of application etc.)

NSUN side by side fund – seed funding – lots of networking / learning support –
so funders adding value and capacity – building through the process of funding an 
activity.

Anyone being apply to apply!

Motivates community engagement but how do we ensure they have sufficient input 
to the board.

Opportunity for community groups without being registered charities.

Lived experience included to motivate and create aspiration

****** Mental Health focus

******Effective community engagement 

***COMMUNITY LED ACTION brings people together and we work together around an 
issue

***Lived experiences

**Transparency (please sustain this)

*Positive about members going out to see projects; this feels different from commissioning 
process (previously).

*Vision Boldness

*Comprehensive set of core issues

*Opportunity for board to get processes

*Engages differences to those in need

*Giving voices to all

Encouraging groups’ sustainability 

Using CIF funds to match fund = increased £!

Bring together different groups and knowledge to help coordinate the needs of the town 
with affordable funding

Coproduction with service users

Group criteria and understanding



OUR DRAFT THOUGHTS: ARE THERE ANY GAPS?
********Needs analysis led not funding led.

******Wellbeing for NRPF, Asylum Seekers - Refugees

****Specific safety for women and girls – S.O.S worst stats in the UK

****Grant applications in partnership

****Keep monitoring burden low

****Collaboration – evidence of working in partnership with others – different types 
of informal and formal

**Commissioners have no relationship with community issues apart from get keeping 
funds.

**Accessibility of processes – inclusivity

**Measures of success – transparency on this ‘rock solid’ measures to build 
reputation / confidence

**Procedurals – capital vs. revenue – restricted vs. unrestricted

*How can we ensure money stays local?

Focus at the moment to wide remit needs to be refined and reduced so it can be 
delivered.

Celebrate diversity – multi-culturalism

Improving wellbeing of local residents

Make sure services are not duplicated – work together

Empowering the diverse community to have a say / take action

Changes in health gaps since COVID new partnership projects. 

Core costs e.g. salaries are they allowed?

Consider length of funding e.g. multiple years possible?

Criteria

Self-evaluations of CiB

Communication – making sure the work that’s being done is made visible so 
other groups are aware and can collaborate / get involved / realign

Language to include all sorts of ways of collaborating

Funders being attracted by new shiny things which impacts on economic 
wellbeing of overall workforce short term contracts. Back to that sustainability 
of positive outcomes.

Funders who don’t know the gaps! But funders need the insights and 
intelligence back from the community.

No emergency pots to tide over / fill short-term funding gaps



OUR DRAFT THOUGHTS: ARE THERE ANY GAPS?
Does this create a gap around prioritisation?

Evidence gaps? – is any work being done to build evidence?

Can commissioned services apply for these funds?

How do we demonstrate value?

Is there going to be an agreed value for money framework?

Creating positive social change among communities

Funding should go where need is – funding analysis

Partnership projects with health and wellbeing focus

Need to build capacity in voluntary sector

Thinking about numbers of groups and sustainability of the spectrum: spread thinly <-> much larger 
grants consider how to balance the small and medium enterprise needs against the bigger fish!

Early intervention – focus on the reasons for mental health needs; bereavement, trauma etc.

Domestic violence who should we refer to?

What will the income thresholds for orgs / groups? How will it link to Southend Emergency Fund?

Should larger national charities partner with a local organisation to qualify?

Empowerment of community based, locally led organisations providing essential services

Competing asks listed but there is need for prioritisation

Suggestion to have realistic goals to achieve in 1 year and the impact of grant

Suggestion to have actual evidence data (Survey)

Suggestion to create progress report similar to Southend 2050 

Bigger charities may have access to more money, provider opportunity for 

partnership with smaller organisations 

Consider non-registered charities

Be supported to build capacity within organisation

Reporting to include impact on people in need and demonstrate action

Criteria for allocation of money for assessment

Constituency to be a part of the process and vision

Consideration to restricted and unrestricted funding and how that would work

Understanding of how much is already out there from other trusts as core 

funding is limited

Preference to talk through monitoring (presentation) rather than formal long 

reports.



WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT FUNDING?
Funders visiting the organisation as part of the process to see how and 
what we do. This mitigates against professional bid-writers.

Jenny’s description of proportionality (form and level of £ requested)

Initial guidance with the funder (conversation) reduces time spent

Knowing set dates for meetings / decisions in advance of applying –
balance with flexibility of a rolling programme

Development feedback on bids

Over-subscription leads to a decline of bid – tell us the prioties please. 
This includes geographical coverage and consideration as well as 
themes of work. 

Putting organisations together if they share a common aim / area of 
work.

Getting away from it being a competition with winners and losers.

Networking, risk management, building capacity of the sector

Funder plus offers – so the funder offers training etc.

Clear expectations – with timeline

The ‘in-person’ approach

Short and sharp process

Simple form and quick turnaround

Come out and visit

Lottery Funding – get a personal contact to wolk and talk through it

Feels it justifies your time to engage with it

Not just funding but also pro-bono support

Many local trusts are fairly quick and simple

Supermarkets (differing experiences)

When sustainability can be built into the funding arrangements e.g. 
volunteer training

Could there be ongoing support to apply for other funds? Ongoing 
support from funders would be really helpful

Funders seem easier if they are local and ‘get it’. They know the 
community and experience.



WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT FUNDING?
Flexible depending on size of grant – minimum red tape – depending on need

Larger projects still need quick turn around sometimes

Become a focal point for inward investment

National lottery – easy to apply – flexible on how it was spent

FSJ – linked with trustees, came and met the members of the charity. Due diligence processes. 
Decision quickly. Memorandum of Understanding of terms and conditions.

Trust and grants straight forward process

Community charities preparing – where the charities and the board decide ratings on who gets 
what

Simple monitoring 

Southend Emergency Fund – forms clear process – face to talk to.

National Lottery easy to work with 

Awards for all straight forward for under £10k

Relationship – feedback

Smaller pots – speed – easier 

Positive in social value investing in staff, community and contributing to employment

Infrastructure within organisation needed

Articulate outcomes to community and councils

Prevention of duplication of service, through partnership working and target area focus.

Positive experience when meeting funders in person and with visits

Positive experience with SEF - Straight forward, quick turn around, attended visit, met immediate needs

Positive experience with Lottery - Had meeting and support refining application, support through application 

process

Positive experience with The Fourth Foundation - HR and additional support provided 

Positive experience with the Essex Trust Funds - Short forms, quick turn around

Positive and Negatives Experience with Essex Community Fund - More paperwork, complicated process -

Others had positive experience, quick turn around within 3 weeks (post covid experience)

Positive and Negative experience with Supermarkets - Generally positive experience - Negative experience 

with ASDA – although conflicting experience

Positive experience with Active Essex - live locally and invested in community, and in person support makes 

difference

Positive Experience Essex Community Fund/SEF 0 Support for parents and carers £100 to do activity with 

family, mental health support and it was as response to requests of carers not predetermined

Positive experience with Southend airport - 1 side application request, quick turn around and reporting 

requested only feedback on how the money was used £1000.

Positive Experience with Active Essex - Volunteers were trained to ensure sustainability of service and 

continuation of activity

Choice and agency in what they want to do with the money

Establish trust and relationship

Consider time it takes to applied

Quick turn around time preferred

Positive is educating organisations on physical,



WHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT FUNDING?

Different experiences of the same funders – some who struggle to get a result, 
others got there quickly with same provider

While the investment of cash is important investment of time in those 
organisations is also really important

Central Government funds x, Council?, Local funds 

Too many questions / forms – not worth the time and investment

Insecure core funding leaves charities precarious

Monitoring burden after funding is issued – post service feedback etc.

Proscriptions on what funding can and can’t be used for

Delays between starting funding request and actually getting the money – this 
can be crippling for small businesses and charities – e.g. PFCC

Ongoing funding can come with new requirements that were a part of the deal

Do we need a conversation with providers about their reluctance for core 
funding?

CCG – detachted from community too much paperwork – small charities at 
disadvantage

Complicated forms and process

Duplication of questions

Taking a long time to make decision / feedback

Portals and short turnaround times

If it’s a no – tell us why it’s a no – feedback is important

Different word counts / limits

A Better Start makes people jump through too many hoops and the amount of 
time it takes is too long 

Too much reporting added in throughout the process

Reserves policy that aren’t flexible / contextual 

Refusing to cover core costs

Always having to come up with something new rather than sustaining a service / 
project delivering positive outcomes

Flexibility of funders when things change on the ground. 

Larger pots – over years – more monitoring



WHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT FUNDING?

Void – bereavement and counselling support for those with learning disabilities

Repetition

Certainty of funding not always available for longer projects

Needs a coordinated approach

More coordination needed 

Less duplication of funding 

Businesses to co-ordinate as well

Funding with art focus challenging

Need help with core costs!

Ongoing costs are as important as new costs

No recognition that charities are also a source of funding 

Volunteers are not free!

Reporting in the middle of grant allocation is not preferred as demands of reporting is beyond what they expected and allow 
adaption

Restrictions and additional requirements added later are not preferred

Disproportional feedback requested to the amount applied e.g. £300 à 4 page + report

•Negative experiences in waiting 3months plus is affecting smaller organisations, creates uncertainty for 

staff

•Negative experience with police and crime commission, 16months after application approval before 

funding received.

•Suggestion for sustainability and development support, where experience working with consultants puts 

confidence in organisations shows investment and support in business plan planning, external challenge 

allows reflection and questions that can be asked.

•Core funding Challenge:

Add element to add proposal for core funding

Provided unrestricted funding in Covid

Setting up organisations to be self sufficient e.g. Mencap café

Consideration of line management cost

Core funding is not provided upfront

Least sustainable in short term funding

Positives of core funding, council included premises cost, electricity etc.

Negative it took 4-6months to receive funding



HOW BEST DO YOU THINK THE COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT FUND COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Empowerment of Community based locally led organisations which all / or plan to provide essential services to improve the 
wellbeing of local residents, developing local economy and creating positive social change among communities.

Empower marginalised communities have their voices heard and needs met.

More benefits for the Asian women or minority communities.

Should ensure community led action.

Needs led: building a social movement through partnership working. No Duplication!

Partnerships that pairs large and small organisations for capacity building.

To be fair and transparent in helping the most in need using the wonderful effective organisations that are already here and 
to keep collaborative work between such organisations.

Build capacity of the sector to network, broker partnerships, support leadership development, help to support care costs, 
development of assets, hubs, volunteer management.

Bring the groups together; projects that last with long-term outcomes.

Facilitate networking of CIC / Charities / Funders to increase funding that meets needs of Southend.



HOW BEST DO YOU THINK THE COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT FUND COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
I think there is a gap in the Southend local plan which the CIF could help to plug. The plan details online list lots of things like transport links and access to 
health services, but I saw nothing about the prevalence of faith groups. These groups have roles such as hosting meetings, social groups, children’s groups, 
foodbanks and should be part of plans to strengthen communities. I think that the CIF should be looking back at this.

By focussing on a few areas of greatest need in the community which make made the biggest difference to homeless and the poorest.

Invest in local groups work with Southend strengths.

Use Asset Based Community Development in Southend.

To understand the needs of local people which will help them connect with the community. 

By responding to known and unknown (as yet) needs.

By listening to local people and communities.

By being a properly representative voice of the community.

Brings more of an organic voice from the community who may have experienced using local services.

Brings more social values.

Done correctly it really could bring the whole community together.

When giving grants, don’t put all your eggs in one basket – small groups can have big impacts. Equally do consider larger donations if the scope of impact is 
large. Make sure all applications have a realistic plan.



HOW BEST DO YOU THINK THE COMMUNITY 
INVESTMENT FUND COULD MAKE A DIFFERENCE?

Ensure that small / medium size voluntary sector organisations have access to emergency funds should they 
have a shortfall which could force closure – ensure survival / sustainability.

By allowing more access to funds for all people that need it, not just to organisations.

I think the fund can make a big difference especially on children’s daily life, especially for families with English 
as a second language.

By considering creativity and culture as valuable as other community focused activity not simply as a “nice to 
have”.

By focusing on community issues, people and being brave decision makers.

Sustainable support for anchor organisations (medium term funding e.g. core costs).

By working strategically building capacity working holistically and brining people and organisations together 
in collaboration not competition.

Focus on gaps / priorities, encourage collaboration between organisations and encourage communication 
between organisations.

Funders knowing the quality of impact.



How do you 

think the 

community fund 

could make a 

different?

Word Cloud



GENERAL SESSION FEEDBACK

I thought it was a very good meeting this morning. Well done.

Thanks for the discussion which was most useful.

Thank you. Well organised Event.

I enjoyed talking to many people who I met after a long time.

Thanks for the session this morning – I found it very informative and great to see people 
face to face.

Well done on today I thought it was well presented and you were a great host. There is 
a lot of work to do in getting a sharp enough focus to allow something meaningful to 
happen. 


